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0022-2836 © 2011 Elsevier Ltd. Open accThe study of the folding of single domains, in the context of their
multidomain environment, is important because more than 70% of
eukaryotic proteins are composed of multiple domains. The structures of
the tandem immunoglobulin (Ig) domain pairs A164–A165 and A168–A169,
from the A-band of the giant muscle protein titin, reveal that they form
tightly associated domain arrangements, connected by a continuous β-
strand. We investigate the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of these
tandem domain pairs. While A164–A165 apparently behaves as a single
cooperative unit at equilibrium, unfolding without the accumulation of a
large population of intermediates, domains in A168–A169 behave inde-
pendently. Although A169 appears to be stabilized in the tandem protein,
we show that this is due to nonspecific stabilization by extension. We
elucidate the folding and unfolding pathways of both tandem pairs and
show that cooperativity in A164–A165 is a manifestation of the relative
refolding and unfolding rate constants of each individual domain. We infer
that the differences between the two tandem pairs result from a different
pattern of interactions at the domain/domain interface.© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.Introduction
Many folding studies have concentrated on
domains isolated from larger, multidomain pro-
teins rather than on domains linked covalently to
their natural neighbors.1 In an analysis of all
known protein sequences, analyzed in terms of
families that have single-domain or multidomain
architectures, growth of new single-domain fami-
lies is low and almost all growth comes from new
multidomain proteins.2 In the context of a multi-ess: jc162@cam.ac.uk.
ly to this work.
ctin type III.
ess under CC BY license.domain protein, we therefore need to ask the
following questions: Are protein domains stabi-
lized by their neighbors? Are folding and unfold-
ing rates of individual domains altered? How do
domains avoid misfolding?
Many proteins, especially in eukaryotes, contain
tandem repeats of domains from the same family.3,4
The titin I-band is composed of immunoglobulin (Ig)
domains and has been experimentally characterized
as being extremely flexible.5–8 Molecular dynamics
simulations also demonstrate how domain/domain
arrangements and motions result in tertiary-struc-
ture elasticity.9 We have previously studied the
folding properties of neighboring Ig I-set domains of
titin taken from the I-band, I27–I32, as single
domains and as tandem dimers and trimers.10
These domains act entirely independently, and
138 Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain Pairsadjacent domains have very different kinetic prop-
erties, suggesting that neighboring domains are very
unlikely to unfold during stretching of the muscle.
This would be favorable for recovery of titin on
relaxation, since misfolding events would be less
likely to occur.11 In the tandem domain pair FNfn9–
FNfn10, consisting of two Ig-like fibronectin type III
(FNIII) domains from human fibronectin, each
domain was also shown to act independently of its
neighbor, with no significant interaction between
the pair.12 It has been suggested that the indepen-
dent folding observed in these Ig and FNIII multi-
domain proteins is a result of the small interface
between domains (272 Å2 FNfn9–FNfn10).13
In some cases, there are significant interactions
between the domains in neighboring proteins.13 A
recent review by Feige et al.14 describes the folding
of Ig domains in IgG antibodies, which can be
grouped into three folding categories: those do-
mains that fold autonomously to a monomeric state;
those that form an obligate homodimer, controlled
by proline isomerization; and the recently discov-
ered template-assisted folding of the CH1 (constant
heavy 1) domain, which interacts with the CL
(constant light) domain in the intact antibody. One
case of particular interest is the 15th, 16th, and 17th
spectrin domains, from chicken brain α-spectrin
(R15, R16, and R17).15 These are three-helix bundle
proteins in which the domains are linked by an
extended helix that traverses the entire length of
both domains. As in Ig and FNIII domains, the
interfaces between spectrin domains are relatively
small and flexible, but these domains are stabilized
by their neighbors and both folding and unfolding
rates are affected.16 The interactions between these
spectrin domains are mediated by the shared helix.
In this study, we set out to investigate whether a
shared β-strand could have the same effect.
The A-band of titin is made up of Ig and FNIII
domains, which are mostly arranged in repeating
patterns.17,18 A conformational characterization of
three FNIII tandems from the A-band shows that
these contrast markedly with Ig tandems from the
elastic I-band: the FNIII interfaces were found to be
conformationally well defined, exhibit limited dy-
namics, and are largely conserved.19 The Ig I-set
domains A164, A165, A168, and A169 are located inFig. 1. Structures of A164–A165 and A168–A169. (a) Ig tan
superimposed to Ig tandem A168–A169 (gray; Protein Data Ba
domain. Each domain has a single, buried Trp residue, sho
domains have been aligned using the N-terminal domain. Thus
Domains A165 and A169 do not superimpose well, reflecting th
The domain interface of A164–A165: the N-terminal domain
connecting β-strand is in cyan, the loops are in light green, an
residues Q72, E75, and R130 are involved in a network of interd
bridge (red). (c) The domain interface of A168–A169: presented
bridge between D69 and K129 but no other side-chain-mediatthe A-band segment of titin, N-terminal to the titin
kinase domain and M-band.20,21 The linker between
the two domains is one residue shorter than that
between Ig domains in the I-band of titin. Impor-
tantly, in the tandem Ig pairs A164–A165 and A168–
A169, the C-terminal G-strands of A164 and A168
are connected via a continuous β-strand with the N-
terminal A-strands of A165 and A169, respectively
(Fig. 1a). Here, we investigate the hypothesis that a
continuous β-strand can impart cooperative folding
between adjacent Ig domains, as a continuous α-
helix does in spectrin R1617.22Results
Selecting domain boundaries
In studies of multidomain proteins, it is essential
to ensure that the domain boundaries are chosen
correctly. Interdomain stabilization might be in-
ferred if domains are cut “too short” when being
isolated from a multidomain protein.12 We used
previous experience from our laboratory and
others10,23,24 to choose the domain boundaries for
the individual Ig domains (see Supplementary
Table 1).
Domains in A164–A165 behave as a single
cooperative unit at equilibrium
A164 is somewhat more stable than A165 (mid-
points of denaturation, [urea]50%, of 2.8M and 2.2M,
in 150 mM NaCl, respectively) (Fig. 2a; Table 1). As
is expected for two similar structures, the m values
for the two domains are similar (1.3 and 1.2 kcal
mol−1 M−1 in 150 mM NaCl, respectively). The
unfolding of the tandem protein A164–A165 reveals
a single transition, with an apparent [urea]50% the
same as that of A164 (2.8 M) but very importantly
with an apparent m value of almost twice that of the
single domains (2.2 kcal mol− 1 M− 1). This is
indicative of a system where the two domains are
unfolding as a single cooperative unit with no
significant accumulation of intermediates during
equilibrium unfolding.1 Note that the result is verydem A164–A165 (violet; Protein Data Bank code: 3LCY)
nk code: 2J8H) showing connecting β-strand between each
wn, which is highly conserved in all Ig domains. These
, the Trp residue in A164 is superimposed on that of A168.
e different rotation of the domains in the tandem pairs. (b)
is shown in red, the C-terminal domain is in blue, the
d the helical residues are in yellow. Side chains of buried
omain interactions, both hydrogen bonds (blue) and a salt
in the same way as in (b). There is a surface-exposed salt
ed hydrogen bonds.
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Table 1. Equilibrium data
Protein
ΔGD–N
(kcal mol−1)
[urea]50%
(M)
mD–N
(kcal mol−1 M−1)
[NaCl]
(mM)
A164 3.71 2.85 1.30 150
A165 2.68 2.23 1.20 150
A164–A165a 6.28a 2.83a 2.22a 150
A164–G–G–
A165a
3.34a 2.26a 1.48a 150
A164 3.46 2.60 1.33 500
A165 1.51 1.31 1.15 500
A164–A165a 5.29a 2.63a 2.01a 500
A168 5.51 4.48 1.23 0
A169 3.70 3.60 1.03 0
A168–A169a 5.39a 4.53a 1.19a 0
A168 5.34 4.45 1.20 500
A169 4.72 4.72 1.00 500
A168–A169a 4.90a 4.54a 1.08a 500
TandemA164–A165 displays cooperative behavior at equilibrium
(has a high apparent equilibrium m value) but A168–A169 does
not. The data show that cooperativity in the tandem proteins (as
manifested by apparent equilibriumm value) is unaffected by salt
concentration.
For clarity, errors are not shown in the table. The error in free-
energy measurements is in the range ± 0.1–0.2 kcal mol−1.
a The equilibrium data for the tandem proteins were fitted to a
two-state equation. However, the tandem proteins are not true
two-state systems at equilibrium; thus, ΔGD–N, [urea]50%, and m
values of A164–A165, A164–G–G–A165, and A168–A169 are all
only “apparent” values.
140 Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain Pairsdifferent from that obtained when the two domains
are mixed in equimolar amounts (Fig. 2a). Addition
of 500 mM NaCl has a destabilizing effect on the
isolated domains and on the tandem but does notFig. 2. Equilibrium data. (a) A164 (red filled squares),
A165 (blue filled squares), A164–A165 (black open
squares), and A164–Gly–Gly–A165 (green filled squares)
in low-salt buffer (10 mM phosphate, pH 7.0, and 150 mM
NaCl). The apparent m value of A164–A165 is approxi-
mately twice that of the isolated domains. Compare with
the equilibrium curve for an equimolar mixture of A164
and A165 (black filled squares); note that these equilibri-
um data are shifted towards A165 due to the fluorescence
signal of A165 being approximately three times that of
A164. Also note that the apparent m value of the A164–
Gly–Gly–A165 mutant is no longer twice that of the
isolated domains, indicating a loss of cooperativity at
equilibrium. (b) A168 (red filled circles), A169 (blue filled
circles), and A168–A169 (black open circles) in low-salt
buffer (10 mM phosphate, pH 7.0, and 0 M NaCl). The
[urea]50% of A169 increases to that of A168 in the tandem,
suggesting that the domains are interacting in A168–A169.
Compare with the equilibrium curve for an equimolar
mixture of A168 and A169 (black filled circles). (c) A168,
A169, and A168–A169 in high-salt buffer (10 mM phos-
phate, pH 7.0, and 500 mMNaCl). The [urea]50% of A169 is
slightly higher than that of A168. The [urea]50% value of
the tandem lies approximately midway between that of
A168 and A169, as would be expected if the domains were
not interacting.
141Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain Pairsaffect cooperativity—the tandem still unfolds in an
all-or-none manner, with an increased apparent m
value (Table 1). A variant of A164–A165 was
generated, by insertion of two Gly residues within
the β-strand connecting the two domains, between
Gln31550 and Ala31551. This variant has a reduced
apparent [urea]50% value, but more importantly, the
apparent m value is significantly lower (1.5 kcal
mol−1 M−1) and is no longer twice that of the
isolated domains (Fig. 2a; Table 1).
Domains in A168–A169 do not behave as a
cooperative unit at equilibrium
In 10 mM phosphate, pH 7.0, A168 is more stable
than A169 ([urea]50% of 4.5 and 3.6 M, respectively),
but again them values of the individual domains are
similar (1.2 and 1.0 kcal mol−1 M−1, respectively;
Fig. 2b; Table 1). In this low-salt buffer, there is a
single equilibrium transition for A168–A169 thatFig. 3. Kinetics of A164, A165, and A164–A165 (in
10 mM phosphate, pH 7.0, and 150 mM NaCl). (a)
Observed rate constants for A164 (red) and A165 (blue)
alone. Both domains have two folding phases, one fast
(filled circles) and one slow (filled triangles) phase,
attributed to proline isomerization. A164 has a single
fast unfolding phase. A second, slow unfolding phase
(amplitude approximately 10%) was observed for A165
(data not shown); we attribute this to the presence of a
misfolded (possibly strand-swapped)25 species, although
none was detected by analytical size-exclusion chroma-
tography (data not shown). (b) Observed rate constants
for A164–A165 comparedwith the single domains. The fits
of the chevron plots for the isolated domains from (a) are
shown as a red dashed line for A164 and as a blue dashed
line for A165. All data shown in orange represent the rate
constants associated with A164 (monitored at wave-
lengths N350 nm); all data shown in cyan represent the
rate constants for A165 (monitored at wavelengths
N305 nm). All data below 3 M urea represented by circles
were collected by double-jump (interrupted unfolding)
experiments: orange filled circles and cyan open circles
were collected using an unfolding delay time of 60 s; cyan
filled circles were collected using an unfolding delay time
of 5 s. All data below 3 M urea represented by triangles
and above 4 M urea represented by circles were collected
by single-jump experiments. The data representing slow
phases (attributed to proline isomerization) are not
shown. The presence of rollover b1.5 M urea in A164–
A165 suggests that when both domains are unfolded, an
intermediate slows the folding of both domains; this may
be a misfolded intermediate, reflected in the increase in
folding rate constant versus urea, observed for both
domains at very low denaturant concentrations.resembles almost exactly that of A168, and very
importantly, the apparent m value is the same as
that for a single domain (1.2 kcal mol−1 M−1). [Note
that the CD/fluorescence data (not shown) clearly
demonstrate that both domains are initially fully
folded in the tandem protein.] This is significantly
lower than the apparent m value expected if the
protein behaved as a single cooperative folding unit.
The apparent [urea]50% for A168–A169 is the same as
that for the more stable domain, A168, and higher
than that obtained when the same experiment was
performed on an equimolar mixture of the two
isolated domains (Fig. 2b). A169 is apparently
stabilized by A168. Importantly, however, in the
presence of 500 mM NaCl, there is no longer
stabilization of A169 in the tandem protein. A169
is stabilized in high salt and the apparent [urea]50%
value of the tandem lies approximately midway
between that of each single domain, as expected for
a non-covalent mixture of domains (Fig. 2c; Table 1).
Kinetics of A164, A165, and A164–A165
All these Ig domains contain a native cis-proline.
Both A164 and A165 have a fast and a slow refolding
phase (Fig. 3a); the slow refolding phases are
Fig. 4. Kinetics of A168, A169, and A168–A169 (in
10 mM phosphate, pH 7.0). (a) Observed rate constants for
A168 and A169 alone. A168 has two folding phases, one
fast phase (red filled circles) and one slow, proline-
isomerization-limited phase (red filled triangles). A169
has a single slow phase (blue filled circles). (b) Observed
rate constants for A168–A169 compared with the single
domains. Orange filled circles represent the fast phase
(due to the folding of the A168 domain); orange filled
triangles represent a slow phase associated with the A168
proline-isomerization-limited phase; cyan filled circles
represent the slow phases associated with folding and
unfolding of A169. The fits of the chevron plots for the
isolated domains from (a) are shown as red broken lines
for A168 and a blue broken line for A169.
142 Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain Pairsattributed to proline isomerization and account for
N80% of the overall fluorescence amplitude (Sup-
plementary Fig. S1a). Refolding of A164–A165 was
studied using a combination of single-jump and
double-jump experiments (Fig. 3b). In single jump,
three refolding phases were observed, the slowest
attributed to proline isomerization (data not
shown). The middle phase reports on the refolding
of A165, and there is significant rollover below 1 M
urea. The fastest refolding phase cannot be attribut-
ed to the folding of either domain and is denaturant
independent. In interrupted unfolding experiments,
however, the results are somewhat clearer: with a
5 s delay a single refolding phase corresponding to
A165 can be clearly detected, without the rollover
seen in the single-jump experiments. With a longer
delay (60 s) two refolding phases are seen, each
corresponding to one of the single domains (Fig. 3b).
However, with the longer delay, we again see
rollover below 1 M urea.
A165 unfolds somewhat faster than A164, but for
A164–A165, only a single unfolding phase is
observed, with rate constants significantly lower
than those of the individual domains (Fig. 3b). A164
and A165 have different fluorescence properties,
and so unfolding was monitored using both a 305-
nm cutoff filter (where the major signal change
comes from A165) and a 350-nm cutoff filter (where
the major signal change comes from A164). Inter-
estingly, both gave a single unfolding phase with the
same rate constants, but an amplitude was only
detectable at higher urea concentrations (N6 M) for
the 350-nm cutoff experiments.
Kinetics of A168, A169, and A168–A169
The kinetics of folding and unfolding of A168–
A169 and its separate constituent domains were
investigated in low-salt buffer. A168 has a fast and a
slow refolding phase and a single fast unfolding
phase (Fig. 4a); we estimate that the fast phase
accounts for ∼20% of the amplitude (Supplementa-
ry Fig. S1b). Interrupted unfolding experiments
confirm that the slow refolding phase is due to
proline isomerization (data not shown). Rollover
observed below 2 M urea, in the fast refolding phase
of A168, was independent of protein concentration,
which is indicative of the presence of an intermedi-
ate. For A169, there is a single slow refolding and
unfolding phase; no faster phase can be detected.
We infer that the refolding rate constant of A169 is
the same as, or slower than, the rate constant of
proline isomerization (Fig. 4a).
A168–A169 has both fast and slow refolding
phases (Fig. 4b). The fast folding phase is low in
amplitude; hence, the data were collected using
interrupted unfolding experiments. This fast phase,
which shows protein-concentration-independent
rollover below 2 M urea, is apparently due torefolding of A168, being just slightly slower than
that for A168 alone. There are also two slow
refolding phases that coincide with those of A168
and A169 alone. Two phases are observed for the
143Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain Pairsunfolding of A168–A169; both of these are signifi-
cantly lower than the unfolding phases of the single
domains.‡ In this analysis of the refolding of A164–A165, we
ignore the slow proline isomerization phase, which is
only observed in the single-jump kinetics starting from
fully unfolded protein.Discussion
The equilibrium behavior of the two tandem
proteins is very different
We have previously demonstrated that equilib-
rium m values are absolutely key in deciding
whether the domains in a multidomain protein are
folding independently of each other or behaving as
a cooperative, all-or-none unit.1,16,22 A164–A165
acts as a cooperative folding unit at equilibrium;
we see a single transition, but most importantly,
the apparent m value for this transition is nearly
double that of the isolated domains (an m value
reflects the change in solvent-accessible surface
area upon unfolding and so is related to the size of
the protein).26 In tandem repeats of identical
domains that unfold independently, the apparent
m value is the same as that of the individual
domains.1 We infer that there are stabilizing
interactions between A164 and A165 in the tandem
protein; thus, when one domain unfolds the
second domain becomes less stable and also
unfolds. Thus, no significant population of an
intermediate species, with one domain folded and
the other unfolded, will accumulate. Our results
suggest that the mutually stabilizing interactions
are present at the interface in A164–A165, as
disruption of the linking β-strand, by insertion of
two Gly residues, results in a loss of cooperativity.
A168–A169 is a more complicated system. Our
equilibrium experiments at high salt show that
A168–A169 behaves exactly as has been predicted
for a noninteracting system where the two
domains are independent of each other. Where
the denaturation midpoints are close, one expects
to see a denaturation midpoint for the tandem
between the two individual domains and an
apparent m value that is close to or slightly
lower than that of the individual domains.
However, at low salt, we see very different
behavior from that seen for a mixture of the two
domains. The midpoint for the tandem is the same
as that for the most stable domain (A168) and not
midway between the two domains, as is seen for
the mixture. Again, the apparent m value is the
same as that for a single domain; hence, we
definitively say that the two domains are not
unfolding in an all-or-none fashion. We have the
conundrum that, in the tandem protein, A169 is
apparently stabilized by A168 at low salt but not
at high salt—a possible explanation for this is
explored later.The folding pathway of A164–A165
The analysis of the folding kinetics of A164–A165
is facilitated by the different fluorescence behavior‡.
If we monitor wavelengths N305 nm (using a cutoff
filter in the stopped-flow spectrophotometer), we
observe a gain in fluorescence upon folding that is
attributable to A165. With a cutoff filter of 350 nm,
we observe a loss of fluorescence on refolding,
largely attributable to A164. In the isolated domains,
A164 folds faster than A165. In interrupted unfold-
ing experiments on tandem A164–A165, we see two
refolding phases. The faster phase (only detected
using a 350-nm cutoff filter) has the same rate
constants as A164. The slower phase (only detected
using the 305-nm filter) is associated with rate
constants very slightly slower than A165 alone.
Thus, in the tandem, we see A164 folding first, in the
presence of unfolded A165, with the same rate
constant as A164 alone. A165 then folds with folding
slowed very slightly by the presence of folded A164.
We see only a single unfolding phase for A164–
A165 irrespective of the observation wavelength. In
kinetics, if there are two interdependent phases, and
the slow phase precedes the fast phase, then only the
slow phase is observed. There are two reasons for
supposing that the rate-limiting step in the unfold-
ing of A164–A165 is the unfolding of the A165
domain, in the presence of still folded A164. First, in
the isolated domains, A165 unfolds more rapidly
than A164. If there are stabilizing interactions
between the two domains at the interface in the
native state of the tandem, then the two domains
will be stabilized to the same extent and the relative
rates of unfolding should remain the same—that is,
A165 should unfold before A164 in the tandem.
Second, when using the 350-nm cutoff filter, no
unfolding is observed below ∼6 M urea—that is,
rate constants below this value must reflect the
unfolding of A165. Thus, the data suggest that in
unfolding, A165 unfolds first and then the A164
domain, which is no longer stabilized by folded
A165, unfolds much faster, probably with the same
rate constant as A164 alone.
Thus, the kinetic pathway for A164–A165 folding
proceeds via an intermediate with A164 folded and
A165 unfolded (Fig. 5). We can compare the chevron
plot for the A165 domain alone with A165 in the
presence of folded A164 (Fig. 3b): first, note that the
midpoint of A165 in the tandem is similar to that of
A164 alone; this supports our proposed mechanism
for the cooperative behavior we observe at equilib-
rium. Secondly, we can estimate that A165 is
stabilized by approximately 2 kcal mol−1 by the
Fig. 5. Folding and unfolding pathways of the tandem
proteins. All rate constants for the transitions are given
in s−1. Top: A164–A165; the folding and unfolding
pathways are the reverse of each other: the folding
intermediate comprises folded A164 and unfolded A165.
In parentheses: this rate constant could not be measured
directly; thus, we are assuming that unfolded A165 does
not affect the stability of A164, and the unfolding rate
constant is the same as that for A164 alone. Bottom:
Since the rate constants for folding of A168 and A169 are
very different, A168 both folds and unfolds faster than
A169 in the tandem protein. Thus, the folding and
unfolding intermediates are different species.
144 Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain Pairsfolded A164 domain. Since we cannot observe the
A164 domain folding in the presence of folded A165,
we cannot quantify the effect of A165 on A164. A164
and A165 are marginally stable domains (ΔGb4 kcal
mol−1 and b3 kcal mol−1, respectively, in 150 mM
NaCl); these results show that the interface between
these domains contributes significantly to their
overall stability.
The folding pathway of A168–A169
Although the high-salt data suggest clearly that
A168 and A169 do not interact in the tandem
protein, the low-salt data were less clear. Thus,
the kinetics were investigated under low-salt
conditions. A168 folds and unfolds significantly
faster than A169, both alone and in the tandem
protein. Thus, interestingly, the folding and
unfolding pathways of this tandem protein are
not the reverse of each other and a different
intermediate is populated in folding compared
with unfolding (Fig. 5). Such behavior, with
different folding and unfolding intermediates,
has been seen previously.27 A168 both folds and
unfolds slightly more slowly in the tandem
protein. Analysis of the two chevrons representing
the fast kinetic phases of A168 alone and in the
tandem (Fig. 4b) shows that the midpoint is
unaffected; the stability of A168 is the same in the
tandem as in the isolated domain. A169 folds at
the same rate in the presence of folded A168, butinterestingly, it unfolds significantly more slowly
when attached to unfolded A168 (Fig. 4b).
Comparison of the A169 chevrons suggests that
A168 stabilizes A169 by about 1 kcal mol−1—even
when A168 is unfolded.
It is well established that if domain boundaries
are selected inappropriately and domains are cut
too short, then interdomain interactions might be
incorrectly attributed.28 Inspection of the crystal
structure and the high-salt data and comparison
with previous studies of Ig-like domains all
suggest that we cannot ascribe the apparent
stabilization of A169, by unfolded A168, to
incorrect boundary selection.10,23,24 However, ex-
tension of A169 by unfolded A168 will remove the
nonnatural, positively charged N-terminus. We
note that this is close in space to two basic
residues in folded A169: Lys128 in the B–C loop
and Arg181 in the E–F turn. It is possible that the
interaction between the N-terminus and these
positively charged residues is destabilizing A169.
This destabilization will be removed on addition of
salt, which will shield the charges, or on extension
by unfolded A168 (removing the N-terminus).
Such a destabilizing effect of an artificially
engineered terminal charge has been observed
previously.29
Kinetic rate constants explain cooperative
behavior at equilibrium
The equilibrium populations of the native,
intermediate, and denatured species, at different
denaturant concentrations, can be modeled from
the kinetic rate constants and kinetic m values, for
both tandem proteins (Fig. 6).30 In A168–A169, the
intermediate species with A168 folded and A169
unfolded (A168F–A169U) accumulates to ∼70%;
there is a much smaller population (∼5%) of the
intermediate with A168 unfolded and A169 folded
(A168U–A169F) (Fig. 6b). Interestingly, the equilib-
rium intermediate is the same as the folding (not
the unfolding) intermediate and contains folded
A168, which is the more stable domain. In A164–
A165, the intermediate with A164 folded and A165
unfolded (A164F–A165U) accumulates to only
∼30% (the intermediate with A164 unfolded and
A165 folded is not populated at equilibrium) (Fig.
6a). A168F–A169U accumulates in the transition
region of A168–A169, as the formation of this
intermediate from fully unfolded tandem is 4
orders of magnitude faster than its conversion to
fully folded tandem. In A168–A169, both rate
constants corresponding to each domain are
observed in single-jump folding and unfolding
experiments. In A164–A165, the formation of
A164F–A165U from fully unfolded tandem is 1
order of magnitude faster than its conversion to
fully folded tandem; however, in unfolding,
Fig. 6. Modeling of the equilibrium populations of the
fully folded and fully unfolded tandems and intermediate
species determined from the kinetic rate constants and
kinetic m values. (a) Equilibrium populations of fully
folded A164–A165 (black continuous line), fully unfolded
A164–A165 (black broken line), and the intermediate
A164F–A165U (red continuous line). (b) Equilibrium
populations of fully folded A168–A169 (black continuous
line), fully unfolded A168–A169 (black broken line), the
intermediate A168F–A169U (red continuous line), and the
intermediate A168U–A169F (blue continuous line).
145Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain Pairsconversion of A164F–A165U to fully unfolded
protein is 2 orders of magnitude faster than its
formation from folded tandem; thus, a much
smaller population of intermediate accumulates
in the transition region of A164–A165.Explaining the differences between the tandem
pairs of domains
Our results on A164–A165 lead us to suppose that
the presence of a continuous β-strand between
tandem Ig domains imparts cooperative folding, as
was reported for the domain/domain-connecting
helices in spectrin domain repeats.31 Our analysis of
A168–A169 demonstrates clearly that this is not the
case. As the overall domain/domain arrangement in
A164–A165 and A168–A169 is virtually identical,
the differences in folding behavior are likely to result
from subtle differences within the respective
domain/domain interfaces, which we thus investi-
gated in further detail (Fig. 1b and c).
The size of the interface between A164 and A165 is
about one-third larger than that between A168–A169
(buried surface areas of 293 Å2 and 217 Å2, respec-
tively), perhaps explaining, at least in part, why only
A164–A165 demonstrates cooperative folding behav-
ior. It is worth noting, however, that neither of these
interfaces is particularly large,13 which is possibly
why the magnitude of the stabilization in A164–A165
is small, ∼1–2 kcal mol−1. In both tandems, there is a
connecting β-strand with regular β-sheet interactions
in bothneighboringdomains (in cyan inFig. 1b and c).
Only in A164–A165 is there an extensive network of
specific, side-chain-mediated, hydrogen-bonding in-
teractions at the domain interface. Most importantly,
there is a buried salt bridge between Arg130 and
Glu75 at the core of the interface. By contrast, the
domain interface of A168–A169 is mainly composed
of nonspecific hydrophobic interactions. At the
periphery of the interface in A168–A169, there is a
surface, solvent-exposed salt bridge between Asp69
and Lys129 (Fig. 1c). We have not characterized the
effects of any mutations at the interface of these
domains, apart from the Gly insertion mutant
(because of the difficulty of producing mutant pro-
teins), but we speculate that the A164–A165 interface
is more stabilizing due to the presence of the network
of specific side-chain interactions, particularly the
buried salt bridge between Glu75 and Arg130. The
burial of these domain/domain electrostatic interac-
tions may explain why addition of 500 mM salt does
not abrogate the cooperativity in A164–A165.
This comparative analysis has led us to con-
clude that a domain/domain arrangement, as we
have observed for A164–A165 and A168–A169,
involving a shared β-strand connecting the adja-
cent Ig domains and forming a restricted
domain/domain interface,20 generates an overall
domain/domain architecture with a potential for
cooperative folding/unfolding. However, the re-
sults of our study suggest that the molecular
details in terms of presence or absence of specific
domain/domain interactions may be crucial in
determining to what extent such cooperativity is
indeed observed.
146 Properties of Two Ig Tandem Domain PairsThus, predicting the architecture of titin and of
similar tandem repeat proteins from sequence
comparisons is not simple. In particular, where
interfaces between domains are small, the effects
may be subtle. Careful structural analysis, combined
with biophysical studies, is needed to elucidate the
structure and properties of multidomain proteins.
Materials and Methods
Protein expression and purification
The genes encoding A168, A169, and A168–A169 were
inserted into a modified version of the vector pRSETA
(Invitrogen), which encodes an N-terminal histidine tag.
Protein expression was carried out in Escherichia coli C41
cells,32 and the protein was purified from the soluble
fraction, after centrifugation, by affinity chromatography
on Ni2+-agarose resin (Qiagen). The bound protein was
cleaved from the resinwith thrombin and further purified by
gel filtration using a G75 Superdex 26/60 column (GE
Healthcare) in 10mMphosphate buffer, pH 7.0, and 150mM
NaCl. The purified protein was dialyzed into 10 mM
phosphate, pH 7.0, and stored at 4 °C in this buffer
supplemented with 0.2 mM TCEP. The genes encoding
A164, A165, and A164–A165 were cloned into a pETZ2-1a
vector containing an N-terminal histidine tag, a z2 carrier,
and a tobacco etch virus protease cleavage site; the mutant
A164–G–G–A165 was generated using the Phusion Site-
Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene). Protein expression
was carried out inE. coliBL21(DE3) cells, and theproteinwas
purified from the soluble fraction, after centrifugation, by
affinity chromatography on Ni2+-agarose resin (Qiagen).
Bound protein was eluted in 25 mM Tris, pH 7.5, supple-
mented with 300 mM NaCl and 400 mM imidazole. The
eluted proteinwas digestedwith tobacco etch virus protease
and dialyzed into 25 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 300 mMNaCl. A
secondNi2+-agarose step removed the cleaved solubility tag,
and a final purification step was performed using a Hi-Load
16/60 Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare).
Experimental buffers
To try to establish whether any effects could be directly
attributed to surface electrostatic interactions, we investi-
gated the equilibrium behavior of the proteins under both
low-salt and high-salt conditions. Note, however, that
A165 was particularly aggregation prone and so data
(equilibrium and kinetics) for A164, A165, and tandem
A164–A165 were collected in buffer containing 150 mM
NaCl (rather than 0 M NaCl, as for A168, A169 and
tandemA168-A169) as low-salt buffer. For all proteins, the
high-salt buffer contained 500 mMNaCl. All kinetics were
investigated in low-salt buffer. There are Cys residues in
domain A164 (2), A168 (1), and A169 (1); hence, all buffers
also contained 5 mM DTT.
Equilibrium studies
Equilibrium studies of all the proteins were performed
in urea, using between 0.5 and 2 μM protein in phosphatebuffer, pH 7.0, at 25 °C with the samples being allowed to
equilibrate for at least 4 h. The equilibrium behavior of all
the proteins was investigated with unfolding monitored
by the change in intrinsic fluorescence, on a Varian Cary
Eclipse fluorimeter; the excitation wavelength was 280 nm
in all cases. Emission was followed at 320 nm for all
proteins except A164, which was followed at 360 nm. The
data for the isolated domains and for the tandem proteins
were fitted to an equation that describes a two-state
transition.33
Refolding and unfolding kinetics
Rate constants N0.005 s−1 were measured using an
Applied Photophysics stopped-flow fluorimeter. Exper-
iments were performed with excitation at 280 nm and
emission monitored at wavelengths N320 nm for A168,
A169, and A168–A169; N350 nm for A164 and A164–
A165; and N305 nm for A165 and A164–A165. The
experiments on A164, A165, and A164–A165 were
carried out in 10 mM phosphate, pH 7.0, and 150 mM
NaCl with 5 mM DTT. The experiments on A168, A169,
and A168–A169 were carried out in 10 mM phosphate,
pH 7.0, and 5 mM DTT. For A168, A168–A169, and
A164–A165, double-jump (interrupted unfolding) exper-
iments were performed: 6 μM protein was unfolded in
25 mM NaOH in the appropriate buffer; after an
unfolding delay time ranging from 1 to 500 s, the
unfolded protein was refolded in 5 mM HCl in the
appropriate buffer (with urea), using a 5:1 ratio of acid:
alkali. A final concentration of 0.5 to 2 μM protein was
used in all stopped-flow experiments, except for refold-
ing experiments investigating the dependence of the
refolding rate constant upon protein concentration below
2 M urea in A168 and A168–A169, where a final
concentration of 0.2, 1, and 5 μM protein was used.
The stopped-flow apparatus was maintained at
25(±0.5) °C. Rate constants below 0.005 s− 1 were
determined by monitoring the change in fluorescence,
after manual mixing of protein and denaturant, in a
Varian Cary Eclipse fluorimeter. Excitation was at 280 nm
and emission was monitored in a 1 cm path-length
cuvette thermostatted at 25 °C. For both methods, the
data from between 3 and 10 experiments were averaged
for each denaturant concentration. Data were fitted to
equations describing a single exponential, a single
exponential with a baseline drift term, or a double
exponential, using KaleidaGraph (Synergy Software).Acknowledgements
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